
Sr No. Question Remarks

1

The Workers wage liabilities like EPF, ESI, Gratuity, Bonus etc 
will be provided additionally by the Tendering authority as the 
per annum value seems does not have accounted those all 
liabilities ?

Rates mentioned in Tenders are inclusive of all applicable 
labour liabilities. SRFDCL does not pay any extra amount 
for that. In addition, SRFDCL does not bear any liablitiy 
towards Contractor's Workers claims/litigation.

2 Is applicable GST will be paid extra or it is inclusive ? Rates are inclusive of all taxes.

3
If there is any changes in GST laws, Do SRFDCL will 
increase/reduce rates accordingly  ?

Yes, SRFDCL will give the corresponding effect of tax for 
the same.

4 Do Class A Certificate is mandatory ? Yes

5 We request to reduce the time limits for work order criteria. No Change 

6 The rates shown in the Tender are low, So what should we do ?
The Rate mentioned in BOQ are as per our best estimates. 
Tender terms will prevail.

7
Do Garden Maintenance work done at Banglore and Chatisgadh 
are considered for evaluation ?

All Garden Mainteanance Work experience at  
Government & Semi Government in India will be 
considered for evaluation

8 GST Rate ?
SRFDCL is incorporated as Private Limited Company. 
Therefore, GST rate are applicable as per the GST norms.

9
Do Bidder has to provide all documents as per Technical 
Criteria ?

Yes

10
The rates shown in the Tender are low for pesticides, So what 
should we do ?

The Rate mentioned in BOQ are as per our best estimates. 
Tender terms will prevail.

11 The rates shown in the Tender are low 
The Rate mentioned in BOQ are as per our best estimates. 
Tender terms will prevail.

12 Do rates are inclusive of all taxes and contractor profit ? Yes
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13 Do Contractor will have to pay PF, ESIC, Leave, Bonus, Gratuity ?

Bidder has to discharge applicable labour liabilities as per 
labour law. Rates mentioned in Tenders are inclusive of all 
applicable labour liabilities. SRFDCL does not pay any extra 
amount for that. In addition, SRFDCL does not bear any 
liablitiy towards Contractor's Workers claims/litigation.

14 Green waste removal rate are low in Tender
The Rate mentioned in BOQ are as per our best estimates. 
Tender terms will prevail.

15
Do Garden Mainteanance Work experience at  Government & 
Semi Government will only considered for evaluation ?

Yes

16
Do Bidder has to submit Work Order, Work Completion and 
BOQ ?

Yes, Bidder has to submit work completion certificate 3(A) 
and Works order.

17
Do Bidder has to pay ESI,GST,PF, Bonus Gratuity to their 
employees ?

Bidder has to discharge applicable labour liabilities as per 
labour law. Rates mentioned in Tender are inclusive of all 
Central, State and local body taxes. (Refer Clause 44 of 
GCC)

18
Do Contractor will change their workers on every 11 months to 
avoid court matters ?

Bidder has to follow applicable labour laws and take 
actions considering the labour laws. SRFDCL does not bear 
any liablitiy towards Contractor's Workers claims/litigation.

19
Do Garden Mainteanance Work experience will only considered 
for evaluation ?

Yes

20 Do Contracor has to bear Safety Shoes, Uniform and Overtime ?
Rates mentioned in Tenders are inclusive of all applicable 
labour liabilities including Safety Shoes, Unfirom & 
Overtime. SRFDCL does not pay any extra amount for that.



21
Work Completed by the bidder with Government / Semi 
Government then Reliance Industries Ltd work order is valid or 
not ?

As per qualification critieria, "Work completed by the 
bidder with Government and Semi Government under the 
name of bidder themselves shall only be considered for 
evaluation" As Reliance Ind are not fall under 
Government/Semi Govt Organisation category. Its work 
order is not considered for evaluation.

22
Do we have to submit tenders required documents online as 
well as physically ?

Yes, Bidder has file Technical Bid online as well as 
physically. Financial Bid will be done online only.

23 The rates shown in the Tender are low, So what should we do ?
The Rate mentioned in BOQ are as per our best estimates. 
Tender terms will prevail.

24
Do we have to submit work completion certificates with the 
work orders ?

Yes, Bidder has to submit work completion certificate 3(A) 
and Works order.
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